
BFC Technology Policy Committee 2023-2024  
  
Meeting 01 (09/07/2023)  
 
Attendees  
Raymond, Angie; Paul, Logan; Bonk, Curtis; Collins, Michael; Evans, Nancy; Fridmanski, Ethan; 
Hickey, Daniel; Hodgson, Justin; Karcher, Laura; Siek, Jeremy; Alex Alexeev  
Ex-officio: Jay Gladden (UITS), Michele Kelmer (UITS), David Taylor (BFC Office)  
Guests: Lora Fox (UITS), Sudhir Bhaskar (VPCM)  
 
Agenda  

1. Introductions [Logan/Angie] 
 
  

2. About the Committee [Logan/Angie]  
• Very briefly described. 

 
  

3. Charges for This Year [Angie/Logan]  
• Will email out to the committee. 

 
  

4. Digital Strategy Initiative [Jay/Lora Fox and Sudhir Bhaskar]  
• Focus for the meeting is on the Website Remediation Project, a part of the 

DSI.  
• There are 2000+ sites in total, containing about 200 faculty as a subset of 

those sites who will be notified.  
• We can help by ensuring everyone understand the importance of these 

expected changes and to encourage people to think ‘do I need this website 
and does this content need to be on a website’. It is also an ongoing 
investment- as these expectations change, so its ongoing expectation.  

• Risk can arise from IU not taking action on these sites- so it is IU owned sites 
but do note- those things you link to or use in class might also need to be 
considered. Key question: Do we host it, and do we control content. This is 
NOT an easy question- 
 
  

5. Future conversations about cultural shift related to the use of pdf in general, and 
specifically in the area of fillable forms and students’ accessibility of pdfs. 
 
  
6. Questions/Comments/Concerns  

 



After- UITS communicated to the group two important events:  
 
Generative AI in 12 minutes   
Wondering about the possibilities of Generative AI in education? Join us to explore ways to 
use AI to enhance learning and reduce administrative burdens. In these 12-minute “speed 
encounters,” you will have a chance to ask questions, share ideas, and make connections. 
Whether you are an AI pro or just starting your AI journey, there is a range of topics to choose 
from (including new ones since the last speed rounds).  
Join us on September 19 to explore 
possibilities    
  
   
   
Also, you may have seen the following about the availability of Bing Chat at IU. This is for faculty 
and staff only:  
   
AI-powered Bing Chat Enterprise now available in preview mode at IU  
Bing Chat Enterprise is now enabled for IU faculty and staff. Like ChatGPT, you can use it to 
write and summarize content, create code, and answer complex questions. It is the 
recommended generative AI tool for IU because it has safeguards to prevent the unauthorized 
exposure of personal and IU data and it does not use or retain chat data for AI model training. 
Bing Chat Enterprise is available in preview mode for no additional cost to IU.  
Learn more about Bing Chat Enterprise    
  
  
 

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2f4c1d1f2ed32a428b998d69981d90c1139e33c5efc4c759ebed610d3b3a49bcbe040c59992e9119f99c765f47818de7fc110c3900fe3dfc710f5a94f06a3210
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2f4c1d1f2ed32a428b998d69981d90c1139e33c5efc4c759ebed610d3b3a49bcbe040c59992e9119f99c765f47818de7fc110c3900fe3dfc710f5a94f06a3210
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2f4c1d1f2ed32a4223c1d7b1a63d860085e3da92797db658df055e20dc135db60edf0227bee35653a444eaf3c14cc0d2b25127ac22bbcf1e9ea2ea5cf10eb659

